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Abstract  

This research paper is based on one of the important text of Indian Philosophy known as 

Māndūkyopanisạd. According to Māndūkyopanisạd there are 4 stages of Ātman.This paper would deal 

with the Physiological explanation of these four stages of Ātman. With the help of this research paper I 

have tried to explain ancient Indian Advaita Philosophy in the light of modern medical science. 
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Introduction 

India has been one of the world’s most advanced civilizations since ancient times. The 

culmination of its advancement is still seen in the remains of Harappa. After the Harappan era, 

India enters into vedic era. Ved, upnisạds etc. are the symbols of intellectual excellence of this 

period. In this priceless treasure of Vedic literature, we get the origin of almost all the genres 

of knowledge. Philosophy is one of them.  

In vedas we find the seeds of Indian Philosophy in scattered form, but mainly the Upanishads 

are said to be the origin of Indian philosophy. In later period Indian Philosophy basically 

divided into 2 parts- 

1. Orthodox 

2. Heterodox 

 

Orthodox are those who believe in vedas and for reference they quote vedas and Upnisạds. 

Advaita Vedanta is one of the Orthodox systems in India. Gaudapāda is said to be the founder 

of this system but Śankaracharya took it to the apex. The basic concept of this Philosophy is 

four stages of Atman.This concept was firstly introduced in Māndūkyopanisạd. After that 

Gaudapāda explained it.  

 

According to māndūkyakārikā [1] three stages of Atman are as follows 

 Jāgrat Avasthā: This stage is awaking stage in which Atman with the help of all senses 

interact with the outer world [2] and reveals external objects.In Advaita Vedanta this is the 

Place of vaiśvānara [3].  

 Svapnāvasthā: This is the stage of dreams. According to māndūkyopanisạd it is the place 

of Taijas [4]. Whatever a person sees in the external world, that appears as a reality in the 

dream state.

                                                            
1 Mandukyakarika 1.1 
2 Mandukyopanishad 1.3 
3 TkkxfjrLFkkuks cfg"izK% lIrkÄõ ,dksufoa'kfreq[k% LFkwyHkqXoS'okuj% izFke% Ikkn%A ek.MwD;ksifu"kn~1 

4 LoIuLFkkuks¿Ur%izK% lIrkÄõ ,dksufoa'kfreq[k% izfofoDrHkqDrStlks f}rh;% ikn%Aek.MwD;ksifu’kn~ 4 
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 Susụpti Avasthā- Third stage is the stage of deep sleep, 

which is known as susụpti. This is the place of prājña. 

According to Vedanta philosophy when mind rests in 

puritata nādi, this stage occurs. In this situation a person 

does not desire any object and does not see any dream. 

This is the stage of full bliss [5]. 

 

There is one another Fourth stage which is called Turīya 

Avastha. It is not external world, not the internal world and 

not the deep sleep. It is unseen by sense organs. No one can 

describe this stage. In this stage only a person can feel non 

duality [6]. 

These four stages of Ataman are basically four stages of 

mind.  

Here question arises whether our brain really works like this 

or it is only an imagination of our ancestors. 

Very similar types of mental states are also discussed in 

modern medical science. According to human Physiology 

there are four types of electrical waves working in our brain, 

which can be observed with the help of a device known as 

electroencephalograph (EEG) [7]. These waves are as follows 
[8]. 

 

Beta wave 

Beta waves appear in posterior region of brain having 

frequency of 15 to 30 hz and amplitude of 5- 10 microvolt. 

These waves are basically seen in a wake adult person when 

eyes are open. 

 

1. Alpha waves- 

These waves are seen in Parito- occipital region of brain. Now 

frequency decreases to 8- 13 htz and amplitude increases 50 

to 100 microvolts. When a normal adult is awake and eyes are 

closed, he is in a relaxed condition. In this situation alpha 

waves are dominant. On opening of eyes alpha waves 

disappear.  

 

2. Theta waves [9]  

These waves having large amplitude and frequency decrease 

up to 4-7 htz. These waves are generally seen in children. 

Sometimes it can also be seen during moderate sleep. In 

meditation majorly theta and alpha waves are seen together. 

  

3. Delta weves 

In these waves frequency decrease upto 0.5 to 4 hz and 

amplitude majorly increases upto 20 to 200 htz. It is the stage 

of deep sleep.  

 

According to these waves there are 2 types of sleep 

Non REM Sleep [10] (Non rapid eye movement sleep)- 

This sleep is also known as slow wave sleep. This distinction 

is based on the movement of the eyeballs. There are four 

stages inside this sleep.  

 

                                                            
5 ;=k lqIrks u d×pu dkea dke;rs u d×pu LoIua i';fr rRlq"kqIre~A 

Lkq"kqIrLFkku ,dhHkwr% IkzKku?ku ,okuUne;ks ákuUnHkqDpsrkseq[k% IkzkKLr`rh;% 

Ikkn%AA ek0 m0 5 
6 UkkUr%IkzKa u cfg"izKa uksHk;r%izKa u IkzKku?kua u izKa ukizKe~A 

vn`"VeO;ogk;Zexzkáey{k.kefpUR;eO;Ikns';esdkReizR;;lkja izi×pksi'kea 

'kkUra f'koe}Sra prqFkaZ eU;UrsA l vkRek l foKs;%AAek.MwD;ksifu"kn~AA7AA 
7 Medical Physiology, G.K Pal,page no. 1115 
8 Ganong’s Rewiew of Medical Physiology, ed. 23, page no233-234 
9 Medical Physiology,G.K Pal page no. 1116 
10 Medical Physiology, page no. 1117 

 

(1) Stage 1  

When a person go to sleep from awaken stage, first of all he 

feels drowsiness. Light sleep begins with this, and alpha wave 

start working instead of beta wave. 

 

(2) Stage 2 

In this stage of sleep alpha waves increase slightly and person 

get into normal sleep. 

 

(3) Stage 3 

This is the stage of moderate deep sleep where alpha waves 

increases and frequency decreases slightly. This is the first 

stage of deep sleep. Bad dream which are not remembered to 

us usually arises during these initial stages of NREM sleep. 

 

(4) Stage 4 

This is the stage of deep sleep. In this stage delta rhythms 

dominates others. Scientists have recorded lowest frequency 

and largest amplitude in this stage. Our heart rate, blood 

pressure, body temperature and respiration also gets slow in 

this stage of sleep.  

 

REM Sleep – (Rapid eye movement sleep) [11] 

The characteristics of REM sleep are Rapid eye movement 

when eyelids are closed. 

This sleep is also known as paradoxical sleep. After NREM 

sleep suddenly new pattern of waves starts working. This 

wave activity is similar to fast beta rhythm as seen in awaken 

stage. Though it is difficult to wake up a sleeping person but 

at this time person is likely to wake up spontaneously. This 

sleep is also known as dream sleep because the dreams which 

we remember after waking up are generally seen during REM 

sleep. During REM sleep blood pressure increases, respiration 

is rapid and irregular and body temperature is back to normal.  

When we compare all 4 states of Advaita Vedanta to human 

Physiology, we find that jagrat avastha is accepted by 

everyone. This stage is open eye stage, when our eyelids are 

not closed. We interact with outer world through our senses. 

Our all senses are activated in this stage and our respiration is 

normal. In this stage posterior region of our brain works, and 

beta waves are activated in our brain. The frequency is very 

high but amplitude is very low.  

The first stage of NREM sleep is like a bridge between jagrat 

and svapnavastha, because in this stage person is not sleeping 

or dreaming but not awakens too.  

Second stage is Svapnavastha in which our eyelids are 

closed.. Outer senses do not work in this stage, but from the 

collected material during Awaken stage, mind creates his own 

world of dream. If we compare this stage with the modern 

physiology we find that swapnavastha is divided into two 

parts according to good and bad dreams. One is under NREM 

sleep and another is under REM sleep. In first part we can 

include second and third stages of NREM sleep, because 

usually bad dreams occur in these stages. Normally a person 

does not remember these dreams but if he wakes up after this 

stage he may feel frightened.  

Whole REM sleep can be covered under the second part of 

swapnavastha. Dreams seen in this stage can be remembered 

easily. We usually see good dreams in this sleep. 

Third stage is sushupti avastha. According to physiology this 

is the fourth stage of NREM sleep in which only delta waves 

are present with lowest frequency and highest Amplitude. 

                                                            
11 2nd South Asia edition of Medical Physiology, Page No - 849-850 
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delta waves cover whole brain during this stage of sleep. In 

this stage it is very difficult to wake up a person. It is known 

as dreamless sleep.  

 Turiya avastha is 4th stage of Atman. Description of this 

fourth stage is given by the negation of all other stages. turiya 

is not related to external world, not related to internal world. 

We can’t sense it by any organ. It is unthinkable real nature of 

consciousness.  

In human physiology there is one wave left which is known as 

theta wave. This wave normally arises in infants, but it also 

work in meditation. In this state frequency and amplitude both 

are higher than sushupti avastha. But we can’t compare this 

mental state with turiyavastha because turiyavastha is not 

meditation. May be we can achieve turiyavastha through 

meditation. In this situation meditation will only be a path to 

get that stage. 

So we don’t get any mental state similar to this stage of 

atman. Hence it can be said that this condition of the brain 

still requires scientific research. 

Normal human being completes one sleep cycle in 90 

minutes12, which consist both NREM and REM sleep. Every 

night three to four sleep cycles are necessary for a human 

being. Sleep starts with stages of NREM sleep and before 

completion of one cycle we enter into REM sleep. Different 

age group spent different amount of time in different stages of 

sleep. For example old people don’t spend much time in 

NREM stage 4 and REM sleep. One another thing is also very 

clear through this explanation that according to science, in 

every cycle of sleep we get into sushupti avastha however we 

don’t remember it. Our physical and mental development also 

occurs in this stage of sleep only. 

Thus, it can be said that interpretation of mental stages 

explained in ancient Indian Advaita Vedanta Philosophy is 

possible in modern medical science, but we are only able to 

explain three stages of atman. Basically Indian philosophy 

entirely based on hypothesis and logic, whereas medical 

science reaches any decision through experiments. So at a 

level only we can establish a relationship between science and 

Indian Philosophy, after that we cannot do any comparison 

between them due to different subject matter.  
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